
Post Race Write Up 12.07.15 

 

The day started with the feature race, The Dallas Burston Group Champion Hurdle run over 

2m 1f. The premier hurdling race of the Jersey calendar attracted a field of 6 runners, headed 

in the betting at 4/6 by the very promising novice Rossetti under Mattie Batchelor, and close 

behind at 5/4 was last years winner the UK raider The Bay Bandit. Pomander jumped off in 

front, with Rossetti and the Bay Bandit close up, but pretty soon Mattie Batchelor decided the 

pace wasn't fast enough and by the 3rd flight Rossetti had taken it up from the out paced 

Pomander. The only one finding the going tougher than Pomander was Dalmo who was 

definitely not on a going day, and was eventually pulled up. Steely who normally makes the 

running had pulled his way into 2nd alongside the Bay Bandit under Mark Quinlan, with 

Eightfold about 5 lengths back in 4th. Heading out on the final circuit and the front 3 all 

travelled well within themselves, with Rossetti displaying some very slick and fast jumping. 

At the 3rd last Steely was caught flat footed and was soon struggling to keep tabs on the front 

two, and it was left to the Bay Bandit who was travelling in Rossetti's slipstream to challenge 

the leader. This challenge was short lived though as turning in to the straight Rossetti had 

travelled into a 5 length lead with the minimum of fuss, and doubled this lead come the line 

for a hugely impressive victory. It will be interesting to see how the winner fairs back on the 

flat in his likely next target the Jersey Derby. This was Aly Malzards first win in this race 

since Koka Fast won in 2009, while it was Mattie Batchelors 3rd straight victory in this race 

having steered this years 2nd The Bay Bandit to victory last year. 

 

Second race on the card was a 7f handicap kindly sponsored by The Liberation Brewery, with 

the last time out winner Chester'Slittlegem odds on at 8/11, and last years winning 

partnership Wicked Tara under Philip Prince next at 13/8. The outsider Granit Man jumped 

off in front with the rest of the field closely bunched behind it what seemed a moderate pace, 

4f out Fast Freddie under Michelle Hooper joined the leader and pace quickened, while 

Chester'Slittlegem under Mark Lawson and Wicked Tara kept the front two covered. Turning 

into the straight and Chester'Slittlegem kicked for home easily passing the front two, and this 

move was covered by Philip Prince on Wicked Tara. Approaching the furlong marker and 

Wicked Tara was beginning to wear down the leader Chester'Slittlegem, and eventually went 

on to win by 1/2 length from Chester'Slittlegem, with Fast Freddie back in 3rd and Frankkie 

M showing his best form yet back in 4th. 

 

The days shortest priced horse was Country Blue at 1/2, who faced just 3 rivals in the Brady 

& Gallagher (1999) Ltd Handicap over 5 furlongs. Two of those rivals were also from the 

Malzard yard, with the only other challenger Rainbow Charlie who found proceedings all 

very exciting. Luckily after Spanish Bounty had tried to reduce the field size by kicking both 

his stable mates at the start the field managed to get off to a level start, with Kersivay leading 

his better fancied stablemate, and Spanish Bounty in third ahead of the outpaced Rainbow 

Charlie. The order remained the same as they swung into the straight, however Country Blue 

under the double seeking Mattie Batchelor was oozing confidence in behind, and as soon as 

he gave Country Blue his head he shot into a 2 length lead, and although not appearing to do 

much in front this lead was increased to 3 lengths come the line, with the positions remaining 

unaltered behind although Spanish Bounty under Jemma Marshall finished well over the 

inadequate trip. This also bought up a double on the day for Aly Malzard. 

 

The 4th race of the day appeared the most competitive, and a field of 7 went to post for the 

CJE Handicap over 1m 1f kindly sponsored by longtime supporters and members Shirley and 

Peter Edwards. Favourite was Carrera who was looking to bring up trebles on the day for 



Mattie Batchelor and Aly Malzard and also end a long run of seconditus. With Herbalist 

under Mark Quinlan once again proving a bit precocious at the start he was fortunate to get 

off to a good start and led the field into the first bend, with Pas D'Action under Jemma 

Marshall tracking him in 2nd, and the others all close up in behind. Herbalist headed down 

the back at a good pace, but was unable to shake off his pursuers, however he still led into the 

straight but challengers were beginning to line up in behind. First to throw down a challenge 

was the consistent and last years winner Grey Panel under Phil Collington who took up the 

running approaching the furlong marker, however Freddie Tett on the other Grey Lucifer's 

Shadow had this move covered and gradually wore down the leader to win going away by 2 

1/2 lengths from Grey Panel with Herbalist keeping on well for 3rd ahead of the slightly 

disappointing Carrera. 

 

The smallest field of the day was for The Building a Better Working World handicap over 1 

3/4 mile handicap which was kindly sponsored by EY. Although only 3 went to post all 3 

could be given a case for winning. With Agapanthus guaranteed to get the trip he was sent of 

in front by his Jockey Mark Quinlan, with Hawaiian Freeze under Richard Hodson looking 

keen in second and King Kenny happy to observe from the rear. This order remained the 

same for the majority of the race, and although Agapanthus had tried to draw the sting out of 

his rivals he had no answer turning into the straight as King Kenny under Mark Lawson 

swept passed on his way to a 3 length victory, with Hawaiian Freeze running disappointingly 

back in third having maybe found the trip beyond her. 

 

For the first time I can remember in my 20 years in Jersey Les Landes played host to a 6th 

race on the card, and this wasn't the usual see who can get their Range Rover out of the car 

park first race. This 6th race over 1m 2f was requested and sponsored by the Amateur 

Jockeys Association of Great Britain, and was a welcome initiative which provided an added 

bonus to race goers. Despite not attracting as many UK raiders as may have been expected, 

the race still carried a continental flavour with the husband and wife duo of Monsieur and 

Mademoiselle Boisgontier lining up against 3 UK Jockeys, with Jersey providing 3 runners, 

and the Uk providing the first and second favourite. Down at the start and it seemed some of 

the jockeys had taken the instruction to walk in a bit too literally as they all ambled in in 

almost single file, and it was Mr R Birkett on the favourite Mrs Burbidge who took advantage 

and jumped off to make the running, he was closely followed by the other UK runner Roly 

Tricks under Mr F Fairchild. Despite the sedate start the field was well grouped and 

approaching the home straight Mrs Burbidge was still travelling well in front, while Roly 

Tricks was starting to come under pressure. As they levelled up at the 2 f marker Birkett 

kicked for home on Mrs Burbidge, and Beck’s Bolero who was given a good ride challenged 

on the inside with Captain James and Lady Petrus mounting challenges up the stands rail. 

despite being challenged on all sides Mrs Burbidge stuck on gamely and proved 1 length too 

good for Beck’s Bolero come the line with Captain James winning the battle for 3rd a further 

length back. 

 

The race clubs next meeting is the Jersey Derby on Sunday July 26th, which is preceded on 

the Friday by the Race Clubs annual Derby Ball to be held at Les Landes.  

 

 


